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Nowadays, photonic sensors represent an efficient and intriguing solution for advanced chemical and

biochemical sensing in liquid and gas. In this article, a detailed investigation of photonic sensors based on

resonant microcavities is presented. Photonic device architectures, optical sensing principles, technologies

and materials are presented, emphasizing their role in optical sensing mechanisms. In conclusion,

interesting experimental results are reviewed in order to show the main applications of photonic resonant

microcavities in several fields, such as medicine, chemistry and biotechnology, to name a few.

Introduction

In recent years, bio/chemical photonic sensors have seen a
massive development because of the increasing demand of
sensing applications in healthcare, defence, security, environ-
ment and food quality control. Moreover, the development and
integration of Microfluidic and Photonic technologies, particu-
larly the CMOS-compatible silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technol-
ogy, allow sensing performance to be significantly enhanced in
terms of sensitivity, limit-of-detection (LOD) and detection
multiplexing capability. Photonic sensors have been the subject

of intensive research, especially for detection of a wide variety of
biological and chemical agents. In this context, photonic lab-
on-a-chip systems, based on chemical and biochemical sensors,
represent state-of-the-art of photonic sensing, since they are
expected to exhibit higher sensitivity and selectivity, as well as
high stability, immunity to electromagnetic interference,
smaller integration sizes and lower costs. Rapid advancements
in photonic technologies have significantly enhanced the
sensing performance, particularly in the areas of light–analyte
interaction, device miniaturization and multiplexing, fluidic
design and integration. This has led to drastic improvements in
sensor sensitivity, enhanced limit of detection, advanced fluidic
handling capability, lower sample consumption, faster detec-
tion time and lower overall detection cost per measurement.
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In this work, we review photonic resonant microcavities
designed for chemical and biochemical sensing. In particular,
in the first section, basic operation principles of resonant
microcavities are briefly introduced. Consequently, conven-
tional optical sensing principles widely employed in chemical
and biochemical sensing (e.g., homogeneous sensing, surface
sensing, fluorescence, optical absorption, surface Plasmon
resonance (SPR), non-linear effects, such as surface enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS) and Raman amplification), are
reviewed. Afterwards, specific attention is focused on different
waveguide structures, materials and technologies employed
for the fabrication of planar ring resonator biosensors. In this
context, the main design criteria are highlighted, with the aim
to improve the sensing performance.

In conclusion, advanced architectures based on resonant
microcavities (e.g., liquid core optical ring resonator (LCORR),
microsphere and microtoroid microcavities) are investigated,
focusing on their sensing performances and future developments.

Fundamental principles of resonant microcavities

Chemical and biochemical photonic sensors are generally
based on the fundamental principle of light–analyte interac-
tion. The aim is to convert the presence of chemical or
biochemical analytes into an analytical and measurable optical
signal. In conventional photonic sensors based on linear
waveguides, the interaction length corresponds to the physical
length of the sensor.1,2 Consequently, it is intuitive to suppose
that one of the simplest design strategies for improving sensing
performance consists of maximizing the interaction length in
order to improve the overlap between the propagating optical
signal and analytes to be detected, properly concentrated into
the sensor sensible area. Generally, this approach yields to the
design and fabrication of millimetre-long devices characterized
by high performance, but also by high propagation losses
suffered over long waveguide paths. However, this result is in
contrast with the general trend of realizing ultra-compact lab-
on-a-chip characterized by overall footprints as small as ymm2.
To this purpose, several solutions have been proposed, such as

the fabrication of spiral path waveguides and folded photonic
devices, able to concentrate mm-long waveguides in compact
areas as small as ymm2.3

Photonic sensors based on resonant microcavities present a
number of interesting advantages with respect to conventional
photonic sensors. In particular, a traditional planar ring
resonator can be sketched, as in Fig. 1. A basic ring resonator
architecture is generally represented by two optical bus
waveguides, providing input and output ports of the device
and properly coupled to the ring architecture.

When the round-trip phase shift of the ring waveguide is
equal to multiples of 2p, circulating lights of different cycles in
the ring architecture constructively interfere with each other,
resulting in resonance modes at corresponding resonance
wavelengths. Moreover, resonance wavelengths can be esti-
mated using eqn (1) below.

lres~
2pRneff

m
(1)

Fig. 1 The top view schematic representation of a ring resonator sensor
architecture with two bus waveguides. The coupling region is a directional
coupler where the input optical signal propagating in the bus waveguide is
evanescently coupled to the ring waveguide. The amount of coupled optical
power depends on the coupling coefficient r. In the example proposed r = 50%.
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In particular, R is the ring resonator radius, neff is the
effective refractive index (RI) of the optical mode propagating
in the resonant architecture and m is an integer number (i.e.,
m = 1, 2, 3,…, n) representing the resonant order.

In Fig. 2, the resonance spectrum at the drop port has been
calculated for a ring resonator architecture characterized by a
ring radius R # 16 mm and a propagating optical mode with
the effective index neff = 2.25.

According to Fig. 2, it is evident that only resonance
wavelengths (i.e., l1, l2, l3, ln) periodically spaced by the free
spectral range (FSR) can be trapped into the ring and coupled out
to the output bus waveguide (i.e., drop port). This mechanism
allows us to execute an optical wavelength interrogation in
addition to the conventional intensity one at the sensor readout.
In fact, it is possible to monitor not only the optical power at the
sensor output, but also the corresponding wavelength, using
optical spectrum analyzers (OSA) characterized by a typical
wavelength resolution equal to ROSA = 80 pm or less.

One of the most important parameter characterizing ring
resonators is the quality factor (Q-factor). This parameter
represents the number of round trips that circulating resonant
optical mode can make in the ring resonator. In aqueous
solution, the Q-factor assumes values ranging from y104 for
planar ring resonators to y106 in the case of liquid core
optical ring resonators (LCORR).4 In eqn (2), the analytical
expression for the calculation of the Q-factor is reported.5

Q~
pL

lres

neff{lres
Lneff

Ll

� �� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r1r2a
p

1{r1r2að Þ (2)

In particular, L is the round trip length in the ring (#2pR),
neff is the effective refractive index valuated at the resonance
wavelength lres, a is the optical amplitude attenuation factor
due to loss in a single round trip in the ring resonator, r1 and
r2 are the optical amplitude attenuation factors that take into
account the optical coupling occurring in coupling regions
(see Fig. 1), and (hneff/hl) is the derivative of the effective index
with respect to the wavelength at the resonant peak, resulting
in the definition of the group index ng = neff 2 (hneff/hl).

Photonic devices based on resonant microcavities are
characterized by an effective interaction length Leff, longer

than the physical one (i.e., the ring circumference). In
particular, the analytical expression for Leff is reported in
eqn (3), where all parameters have been already defined.6

Leff~
Qlres

2pm
(3)

For example, by considering a Q-factor of y104 and the
resonance near infrared (near-IR) wavelength l = 1.55 mm, the
effective interaction length is estimated to be y2.5 mm, much
larger than the physical length initially set to 100 mm.

In summary, the capability of resonant microcavities of
producing an effective interaction length longer than the
physical one, makes these devices very suitable for chemical
and biochemical sensing applications. In fact, it is possible to
fabricate sensor chips characterized by small footprints with
enhanced sensing performance. Moreover, photonic sensors
based on resonant microcavities exhibit multiplexing capabil-
ity and allow us to minimize the amount of chemical species to
be concentrated onto the device sensible area.

Several ring resonator architectures, such as planar ring
resonators, LCORRs, microspheres, microdisks and microtor-
oids, have been widely investigated in the last few years,
exhibiting intriguing sensing performance for chemical and
biochemical detection.6 In particular, a schematic illustration
of a standard photonic sensor architecture based on planar
resonant microcavities is sketched in Fig. 3. The overall sensor
is covered by an insulating layer (e.g., silicon dioxide, Teflon,
SU-8), being only the ring resonator (i.e., the region in which
the greatest percentage of the optical energy is concentrated)
directly exposed to the cover medium. Consequently, the
sensible area is realized by properly windowing the insulating
layer on the resonant microcavity. As it will be well-described
in the following, this technological approach is typically
employed in the design of advanced lab-on-a-chip devices
based on the integration of photonics and microfluidics.

Optical sensing principles

Several optical properties can be employed in chemical-to-
optical transduction mechanisms for sensing purposes. In
particular, it is convenient to distinguish between RI-based

Fig. 3 A schematic illustration of a biochemical planar ring resonator-based
sensor. The technological platform selected is Silicon on Insulator (SOI).
Consequently, buses and ring resonator are supposed to be SOI wire waveguides
covered by insulator (SiO2) or exposed to the liquid sample in the sensible area.

Fig. 2 The resonance spectrum at the drop port of the ring resonator.
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sensors and non-RI based sensors, including those based on
fluorescence, SERS, SPR and optical absorption.

RI sensors based on resonant microcavities

In case of RI-based sensors, two main sensing principles, i.e.,
homogeneous and surface, can be employed for chemical and
biochemical detection.7 In particular, homogeneous (Sh) and
surface (Ss) sensitivities are defined as follows

Sh~
Lneff

Lnc
; Ss~

Lneff

Ltad
(4)

where nc is the refractive index of the medium covering the
sensible area and tad is the thickness of the bio/chemical ad-layer
grown when chemical analytes are selectively bound to chemical
receptors immobilized onto the functionalized sensor surface.

In homogeneous sensing, the modal effective index change is
produced by a change of the cover medium refractive index due to
the presence of chemical analytes concentrated in the sensing
window. In surface sensing, the selective analyte adsorption
induces a thickness change Dtad, typically ranging from 1 nm to
10 nm. This thickness change is optically transduced in the
modal effective index change, as indicated in eqn (4). Referring to
photonic sensors based on resonant microcavities, both homo-
genous and surface sensing can be used and appreciated by
monitoring the wavelength shift characterizing resonance peaks
of the ring resonator spectrum, as reported in Fig. 4.

By assuming the sensor initially exposed to pure water
solution (i.e., sensor at rest) characterized by the refractive index
nwater = 1.33, a resonance peak of the ring resonator spectrum
characterized by the well-known Lorentzian line-shape is
located at the resonance wavelength lres. When biochemical
analytes are dissolved in aqueous solution, a cladding refractive
index change Dnc occurs, resulting in a detectable resonance
wavelength shift Dl. To this purpose, the assumption of
considering a cladding refractive index change Dnc = 1 6
1023 RIU (refractive index unit) is typical for bulk refractive
index changes induced by several biochemical analytes.

For example, at 20 uC the refractive index of an aqueous
solution of sodium chloride (NaCl) varies with 0.0018 RIU per
mass%.8 Moreover, at 20 uC the refractive index of glycerine–
water solution varies with y1.3 6 1023 RIU per 5% glycerine
weight in water.9 However, depending on the chemical/

biochemical species to be detected, it could be convenient to
design advanced photonic sensors able to detect refractive
index changes as low as 1026–1027 RIU. For example, the
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) refractive index change upon
xylene is estimated to be dnPDMS/dCxylene = 8.7 6 1027 RIU/
ppm and the mesoporous silica (MS) RI change upon lead
Pb(II) is dnMS/dCPb(II) = 1 4 5 6 1026 RIU/ppb, being Cxylene

and CPb(II) xylene and lead Pb(II) concentrations, respectively.10

A linear characteristic defines the dynamic range of
conventional photonic sensors based on resonant microcav-
ities. In Fig. 5, it is possible to appreciate the linear trend
characterizing the resonant wavelength shift as a function of
the cladding refractive index change, Dnc.

In particular, when the sensor works at rest, the resonance
peak is located at the resonance wavelength lres, resulting in
an overall wavelength shift Dl = 0 nm.

In this context, homogeneous sensitivity is a performance
parameter characterizing the photonic waveguide selected for
the sensor design and fabrication. In this sense, by consider-
ing the new variable SW, indicating the general waveguide
sensitivity, it is possible to define the overall wavelength
sensitivity Sl as the slope of the linear function plotted in
Fig. 5. This parameter characterizes a photonic sensor based
on single resonance microcavity, as sketched in Fig. 3. In
particular, the resonant wavelength shift, the wavelength
sensitivity Sl and the sensor LOD (i.e., the minimum
detectable refractive index change) can be defined as
follows:11,12

Dl~lres
Dneff

Dnc

� �
~lresSW (nm) (5)

Sl~SW
l0

res

n0
eff

nm

RIU

� �
; LOD~

ROSA

Sl
RIUð Þ (6)

In eqn (5) and (6), lres
0 and neff

0 are the resonance wavelength
and the effective index in unperturbed condition (i.e., only water
solution covers the sensor surface), respectively.

In conclusion, Zhu et al. have presented a useful analysis for
converting bulk RI sensitivity to biomolecule sensitivity.13 The
analysis, generally applicable to all resonant-based RI sensors,

Fig. 5 Resonance wavelength shift versus bulk RI change in water solution.Fig. 4 Optical wavelength readout in RI-based photonic sensors.
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leads to the following expression:

Ll

lres
~spaex

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

m{n2
s

p
e0lres

2

nm

n2
s

SW (7)

where sp is the surface density of the capture biomolecules, aex is
the excess polarizability of the molecule, nm is the sensor material
RI, ns is the sample buffer RI and e0 is the vacuum permittivity.

In the case of surface sensing, the wavelength interrogation is
performed analogously as already shown for homogeneous
sensing. However, detectable resonance wavelength shifts
induced by the selective adsorption of target molecules onto
the functionalized sensor surface do not originate a linear
characteristic, as previously shown in the case of homogeneous
sensing (see Fig. 5). In fact, the typical sensor characteristic
generated in the case of surface sensing is characterized by the
well-known Langmuir’s curve path, as plotted in Fig. 6.14,15

In this context, Yebo et al. have estimated a resonance
wavelength shift of 200 pm corresponding to the adsorption of
120 ppm of ethanol (EtOH), assuming the resonance wave-
length shift Dl is proportional to the volume of adsorbed
ethanol, according to eqn (8):15

Dl~Dlmax
KrEtOH

1zKrEtOH

(8)

In the Langmuir model equation reported above, K is an
equilibrium constant, Dlmax is the maximum wavelength shift
and rEtOH is the partial pressure of ethanol equal to cEtOH/106

bar, cEtOH being the ethanol concentration.
In the case of surface sensing, it is convenient to refer to the

so-called refractive index increments, usually indicated as dn/
dc. This parameter allows us to linearly correlate optical
properties (i.e., refractive index n) of a particular chemical
analyte (e.g., protein) to its concentration c, in a wide range of
concentrations.16 For example, the refractive index increase of
streptadivin is estimated to be 0.212 ml g21.17

Consequently, by knowing the refractive index increment of
the chemical species to be detected, the absolute amount of
the absorbed molecules over the functionalized sensor surface
can be estimated by using de Feijter’s formula as follows:18,19

C~tad
na{nc

dn=dc
(9)

In eqn (9), C is the molar surface coverage, na is the
refractive index of the adsorbed molecules, nc is the cover
medium RI. Consequently, the mass density r of the molecular
adlayer adsorbed on the sensor surface can be estimated for
biological analytes whose molecular weight M is known, since
molar surface coverage can be also expressed as follows:19

C~
r

M
tad (10)

Referring to photonic sensors based on resonant microcav-
ities, the minimal detectable protein mass DMmin can be
estimated as:

DMmin~rL m
L

Lneff

Ltad

� �{1

Dlmin (11)

where L is the sensing area, Dlmin is the smallest detectable
wavelength shift and all other parameters have already been
defined.8

Non-RI sensors based on resonant microcavities

In non-RI-based photonic sensors the modal effective index is
not used in the chemical-optical transduction process. In fact,
other optical properties, such as optical absorption, fluores-
cence, SPR and SERS, can be employed, taking advantage of
enhanced light–matter interaction distance and enhanced
optical field near the photonic sensor surface for better
sensing performance.

Optical absorption is mathematically defined by the Beer–
Lambert law, as in eqn (12) below:

I = I0exp(2aL), a = eC (12)

In particular, I is the light intensity at the end section of the
overall sensor path length L and I0 is the light intensity at the
initial section of the sensor sensible area. The absorption
coefficient a linearly depends on the analyte concentration C
and on its molar absorption coefficient e.20,21 Consequently, by
measuring the ratio I/I0 with a power meter, it is possible to
estimate the analyte concentration in the sensible area.
Optical absorption has been widely employed in optical
spectroscopy because a lot of gases and liquids are character-
ized by high absorption coefficients in near and mid-infrared
(mid-IR). For example, mid-IR absorption strength of methane
(CH4) is 160 times larger than that estimated in near-IR. In
addition, formaldehyde, water, ammonia and carbon dioxide,
are characterized by absorption coefficients a (cm21) ranging
from a few tens to 60 cm21 in near mid-IR (i.e., 2–8mm).20

To this purpose, an integrated photonic sensor based on the
Vernier effect and employing both homogeneous sensing and
optical absorption, has been recently designed and theoreti-
cally simulated for methane and ethane detection in mid-IR.22

Interesting performances have been achieved. In fact, sensitiv-
ities as high as 224.4 mm RIU21 and 218.51 mm RIU21 have
been theoretically demonstrated for methane and ethane
detection, respectively. Moreover, LODs as low as y2 6 1025

Fig. 6 Resonance wavelength shift versus different analyte concentrations in the
case of surface sensing.
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RIU enable the detection of a minimum percentage of
methane and ethane in air volume, equal to 2% and 1%,
respectively.

In general, resonant microcavities simultaneously employ-
ing homogeneous sensing and optical absorption allow a
multiple intensity and wavelength interrogation to be
achieved. To this purpose, in Fig. 7 a schematic of a spectral
response characterizing a planar resonant microcavity employ-
ing both effects mentioned above, is sketched.

According to Fig. 7, the homogeneous sensing induces a
wavelength shift Dl proportional to the cover refractive index
change Dnc. Moreover, the effect of the optical absorption
causes transmission intensity changes DT(l), depending on
the absorption spectrum of the analyte to be detected. In this
way, the advantage of employing optical absorption mechan-
ism for chemical and biochemical detection consists in the
possibility to find the signature of the gas or chemical/
biochemical specie to be sensed, significantly improving the
sensing performance.

In fluorescence measurements, the target analyte can be a
natural chromophore or must be labelled with fluorophores
(e.g., dyes).14 In particular, the sensing process consists of
detecting the fluorescence intensity signal changes in a precise
wavelength range. The use of resonant microcavities allows us
to enhance the intensity of the fluorescence signal propor-
tionally to the quality factor Q. Typically, fluorescence-based
sensors have been employed for DNA hybridization process
monitoring or for gene expression profiling.23,24

In this context, J. T. Kirk et al. have proposed a non-contact
piezoelectric (inkjet) method for the rapid and efficient
printing of bioactive protein, glycoproteins and neoglycocon-
jugates onto a high-density silicon microring resonator
biosensor array.25 The biosensor consists of an array of 32
microring resonators characterized by a 30 mm long diameter.
In particular, 24 ring resonators are exposed for biosensing,
while the remaining 8 microcavities are coated with a
fluoropolymer cladding for enabling temperature and vibra-
tion reference controls. Doubly resonant porous silicon
microcavities have been proposed for enhanced detection of
fluorescent organic molecules.26 Sensing performances of the

proposed structures have been tested by using larger mole-
cules of fluorescein-labelled protein A as target analytes.
Authors have demonstrated that small concentrations of
fluorescent dyes down to a few picomoles, can be detected.

In conclusion, although interesting performance can be
achieved by fluorescent photonic sensors based on resonant
microcavities, some constrains limit their mass-scale produc-
tion. In fact, quantitative analysis of DNA remains challenging
due to the fluorescence signal bias, as the number of
fluorophores on each DNA target molecule cannot be precisely
controlled. In addition, photonic sensors based on fluores-
cence are not label-free, thus their reliability and measure-
ment reproducibility are not suitable for sensor massive uses
and point-of-care testing.

Photonic sensors based on SPR represent the commercial
optical solution typically employed for bio/chemical sensing.
SPR-based sensors have been demonstrated to be suitable for
label-free detection of pico/femto-molar concentrations of
biological analytes, such as DNA with LODs as low as 1.4 6
1027 RIU,27 RNA, pesticides28 and allergens, to name a few.29

Recently, intriguing investigations have been carried out
concerning with potential applications of SPR in early
diagnosis and progression of Alzheimer’s disease.30 To this
purpose, amyloid-b (Ab) fibril formation and interaction
monitored by SPR have been documented.

A surface plasmon is a localized electromagnetic wave that
propagates along the metal–dielectric interface and exponen-
tially decays into both media. Surface plasmons can be excited
due to the resonant transfer of the incident photon energy and
momentum to collectively oscillate in a noble metal. In
particular, the surface plasmon dispersion relation at the
resonance condition can be written as:

k0nco sin hSPRð Þ~k0
emrn

2
s

emrzn2
s

� �1
2

(13)

where emr is the real part of the metal dielectric function, nco is
the refractive index of the light coupling medium, ns is the
refractive index of the sensing medium, l is the incident light
wavelength, k0 is the wave number and hSPR is the coupling
angle of the incident light.31 At the resonant condition, the
light intensity encounters a sharp dip due to optical absorp-
tion by surface plasmon wave. Cover medium refractive index
changes due to the selective adsorption of target molecule on
the functionalized sensor surface induce a change in the SPR
resonant condition. This one can be detected by monitoring
the intensity of the light wave reflected from the metal–
dielectric sensor interface, or by monitoring the resonant
angle or the resonant wavelength shift characterizing the light
wave incident to the metal-dielectric interface.

In this context, L. Zhou et al. have theoretically investigated
a novel miniature biochemical sensor based on a 1 mm-radius
hybrid plasmonic microring resonator in SOI techonology.32 A
schematic representation of the sensor configuration is
sketched in Fig. 8.

The excitation of the surface plasmon waves coupled to the
dielectric silicon photonic modes, results in a high optical
field concentration in the slot region between metal (i.e., gold)

Fig. 7 Spectral response of a resonant microcavity sensor employing both
homogeneous sensing and optical absorption.
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and silicon. A sensitivity as high as 580 nm RIU21 and a LOD
of the order of y1.5 6 1024 RIU have been theoretically
estimated, suggesting that this sensor configuration is suitable
for label-free biochemical diagnoses. In conclusion, a sensi-
tivity of 1000 nm RIU has also been theoretically demonstrated
in a nanoplasmonic ring resonator operating in near-IR.33

In photonic sensors based on SPR, the penetration depth of
surface plasmon evanescent field is about 100 nm.
Consequently, the detection of large target molecules, such
as cells and bacteria, can be difficult to execute. In addition,
SPR photonic sensors do not allow us to distinguish between
specific and nonspecific interactions, thus between the
refractive index surface change and the bulk solution refractive
index change. Finally, the instability of nanostructure mor-
phology and optical properties can compromise both relia-
bility and repeatability of measurements.

In conclusion, the sensing principle based on the non-linear
surface-enhanced Raman scattering represents an intriguing
spectroscopic tool for non-invasive and non-destructive detec-
tion of biochemical and chemical molecules. SERS is a surface-
sensitive technique able to detect the enhancement in Raman
scattering when target molecules are adsorbed onto the metal
surface. Several research efforts are still ongoing in this
application field. For example, nanocone structures have been
fabricated for SERS. In particular, these novel nanostructures
support the detection of subtle changes in peptide probe
sequences, such as single amino acid phosphorylation or
mutation.34 Large area Au nanogap plasmon resonator array
substrates have been recently proposed as ideally suited
scattering sites for SERS, as well as refractive index sensing.35

The use of SERS in conventional resonant microcavities has
been well demonstrated by I. M. White et al.36 In particular, a
liquid core optical ring resonator (LCORR) has been employed
as a microfluidic channel and as a ring resonator for the
excitation of metal nanoclusters and target analytes as they
pass through the channel. The lab-on-a-chip proposed has
been demonstrated to be able to detect Rhodamine 6G (R6G)
in silver colloid, revealing a detection limit as low as 400 pmol
L21 (i.e., the Raman signal generated by only a few hundred of
R6G molecules). Although interesting performance can be
achieved, the integration of resonant microcavities based on
SERS effect onto a compact and CMOS-compatible technolo-
gical platform still remains challenging.

For these reasons, Raman effect and amplification have
been properly investigated in integrated SOI microcavities,

such as microdisk and racetrack resonators.37 Moreover, a
cascade Raman laser based on SOI optical waveguides and
coupled resonant microcavity and operating in the midwave
infrared region has been proposed for ethane (C2H6) and
carbon dioxide (CO2) detection.38

Optical waveguide structures and materials employed in
photonic planar ring resonators

Photonic sensors based on planar resonant microcavities can be
realized using several waveguide architectures that have been
properly designed and optimized for sensing applications. In
particular, it is convenient to distinguish between the well-
known rib, wire and slot optical waveguides for understanding
the importance of the waveguide architecture on the overall
resonant microcavity-based sensor design and performance.

Referring to the standard SOI technology, all waveguides
shown in Fig. 9 are characterized by sub-micrometer dimen-
sions. In fact, a slot waveguide in SOI technology (see Fig. 1c)
designed and optimized for homogeneous sensing in aqueous
solution at the operative wavelength l = 1.55 mm is
characterized by silicon photonic wire height and width of
324 nm and 180 nm, respectively, while the gap region
separating two symmetrical silicon wires is 100 nm large.39

Similar dimensions characterize rib and silicon-wire wave-
guides, too. In fact, SOI technology allows a very high refractive
index contrast between silicon and its oxide (e.g., nSi # 3.45,

Fig. 9 Waveguide architectures: (a) rib, (b) wire and (c) slot.

Fig. 8 Top and cross-sectional views of the hybrid plasmonic microring
resonator in SOI technology. The surface plasmon waves are concentrated in the
slot region inbetween silicon and gold and propagates along the ring resonator.
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nSiO2
# 1.45, thus Dn # 2 @ 1.55 mm). Consequently, by using

SOI technology it is possible to confine the optical signal in
very small, single-mode guided-wave architectures, enabling
the fabrication of ultra-compact sensor chips. Optical losses
can represent a technological constrain in the design and
fabrication of integrated photonic sensors based on resonant
microcavities. However, relevant improvements in technologi-
cal facilities and processes result in the capability of
fabricating ultra-low loss SOI waveguides. For example, silicon
photonic wire waveguides with a cross-section of 450 nm 6
220 nm have been fabricated, exhibiting propagation losses of
0.8 dB mm21 for quasi-TE optical mode (the electric field of
which is parallel to the substrate) and 0.6 dB mm21 for quasi-
TM mode (electric field perpendicular to the substrate).40

Compact and low loss sub-micrometer SOI rib waveguides
have been fabricated and characterized, revealing propagation
losses as low as y0.5 dB cm21.41 Finally, slot waveguides
fabricated in SOI technology ensure ultra high performance in
homogeneous and surface sensing, but their propagation
losses still remain high enough (e.g., y1.3 ¡ 0.2 dB mm21,
y11.1 ¡ 1.15 dB cm21 at l = 1.55 mm).42,43

In order to enhance the optical sensing response (i.e., the
effective index change Dneff in the case of homogeneous or
surface sensing), it is obviously necessary to maximize the
overlap between the propagating optical field and the analytes
concentrated in cover medium. In particular, in photonic wire
waveguides the evanescent field exponentially decays as a
function of d, i.e., the penetration depth.44 This parameter
depends on the difference between the mode effective index
and the index of refraction of the cladding layer, as in eqn (14):

1

d
~

2p

l

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

eff{n2
c

q
(14)

In this way, SOI technology represents an efficient solution
for ensuring the optical signal localization near the sensor
surface. In fact, it is evident that the greater the difference
between neff and nc the smaller the penetration depth. In silicon
wire waveguides, the high refractive index core ensures a very
high optical field confinement near the sensor surface where
target molecules are selectively adsorbed (i.e., surface sensing),
or simply concentrated, producing changes in the cladding
material optical properties (i.e., homogeneous sensing).

In Fig. 10, a folded cavity ring resonator sensor based on
silicon photonic wire waveguide is sketched.45 The folded
spiral path geometry represents a feasible and efficient
solution for enhancing sensor interactions lengths. In fact,
in the photonic sensor proposed the folded cavity allows us to
enclose a 1.2 mm long ring waveguide (i.e., quality factor Q =
19,600), in a 150 mm diameter sensor area.

In this way, a folded millimetre interaction length allows us
to further improve the overall overlap between the propagating
optical field and the chemical species to be detected, properly
concentrated near the sensor surface (i.e., light-analyte
interaction). Moreover, small cavity dimensions require less
analyte for full coverage of the sensor surface. The sensor chip
is covered by SU-8 polymer with the only exception of the
sensing window opened over the sensible area, thus over the
folded cavity geometry, as shown in Fig. 10. The functionalized

spiral cavity sensor surface has been exposed to streptavidin
for monitoring the stable streptavidin/biotin protein binding.
Sensor performance exhibits a LOD as low as y3 pg mm22

(i.e., a total mass of y5 fg).
Although rib waveguides allow to obtain very low propagation

losses, they do not allow us to maximize the field confinement
factor in te cover medium, in particular near the sensor surface.
In fact, in Fig. 9a it is possible to appreciate how the optical field
distribution is significantly confined in the high refractive index
silicon core. To this purpose, a SOI rib waveguide optimized for
homogeneous sensing in aqueous environment (i.e., cover
refractive index ranging from nc y1.33 (water) to 1.5 (protein)),
exhibits an homogeneous sensitivity of 1.8 6 1023 in the
telecommunication wavelength range 1.3–1.5 mm.46 A rib silicon
nitride (Si3N4) waveguide structure on silicon oxide SiO2 buffer
layer has been optimized for surface sensing by simulating the
biochemical ad-layer adsorption on the functionalized sensor
surface, with its thickness ranging from 2 nm to 4.8 nm.
Theoretical results have demonstrated a surface sensitivity Ss

y2 6 1024 nm21 around 1.55 mm.47 On the contrary, a silicon
photonic wire waveguide based on SOI technology, designed
and optimized for homogeneous sensing in water environment
(nc y 1.32) at l = 1.55 mm, is characterized by a sensitivity Sh =
0.31.48 In addition, a silicon photonic wire waveguide with
silicon core thickness of 220 nm, exhibits a surface sensitivity Ss

= 4.42 6 1023 nm21 by assuming an ad-layer with refractive
index 1.5 and thickness of 2 nm for an input wavelength of l =
1550 nm.44 These results evidence that silicon photonic wire
sensitivity is two orders of magnitude larger than in rib
waveguides, and two to five times larger compared to optimized
photonic wire waveguides made of silicon nitride (Si3N4).48

In conclusion, slot waveguides have been widely used and
demonstrated in photonic sensing because of their capability
to confine a great percentage of the propagating optical field
in the low index region, in particular into the slot region (see
Fig. 9c). In fact, according to eqn (15), the higher the refractive
index contrast between high and low refractive index regions,
indicated by nH and nL respectively, the higher the electro-
magnetic field (E-field) in the low refractive index region.20

EL

EH

����
����~ nH

nL

� �2

(15)

Fig. 10 A planar ring resonator based on silicon photonic wire waveguide
characterized by a folded cavity geometry.
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In eqn (15), EL is the component of the E-field evaluated in
the low refractive index region and EH is the E-field component
in the high refractive index region. Consequently, by consider-
ing SOI technology (Dn y2 @ 1.55mm), interesting perfor-
mance have been theoretically and experimentally
demonstrated for sensing applications.20,49 In fact, SOI slot
waveguides optimized for homogeneous sensing in a water
environment can exhibit sensitivities higher than unit (i.e., Sh

> 1) in near-IR, for quasi-TE E-field polarization.39 A surface
sensitivity as high as 4.31 6 1024 nm21 has been theoretically
demonstrated for a conventional slot waveguide,39 resulting in
surface sensing performance approximately two times larger
than that exhibited by SOI photonic wire waveguides.

Finally, all numerical results confirm slot waveguides as the
highest performance wave-guiding structure for biochemical
sensing applications (e.g., detection of acetylene C2H2, NaCl).50

To this purpose, an asymmetric Si3N4 slot-waveguide (w2 = 550
nm, w1 = 400 nm) on a SiO2 buffer layer has been integrated in a 70
mm radius microring resonator, as sketched in Fig. 11.51

Asymmetric slot waveguides are 300 nm thick and the slot region
gap is 200 nm, facilitating a complete slot filling by liquid solution.

Homogeneous sensing has been simulated and experimentally
demonstrated by exposing the sensor chip to water solution,
isopropanol and cyclohexane with different concentrations (i.e.,
different cover medium refractive indices). The resulting homo-
geneous sensitivity is estimated to be Sh = 212.13 nm RIU21 with
a LOD as low as 2.3 6 1024 RIU.52 The same photonic sensor has
been experimentally characterized for surface sensing by
monitoring the molecular binding events between bovine serum
albumin (BSA) and anti-BSA.53 The biosensor exhibits sensitiv-
ities of 1.8 and 3.2 nm/(ng 6 mm22) for the detection of anti-BSA
and BSA, respectively. Moreover, detection limits are 28 and 16 pg
mm22 for anti-BSA and BSA, respectively.

Finally, Claes et al. have designed and fabricated a slot-
waveguide-based ring resonator in SOI technology character-
ized by a footprint of 13 mm 6 10 mm.54 Experimental results
reveal very high sensing performance. In particular, a homo-

geneous sensitivity of 298 nm RIU21 and a LOD as low as 4.2 6
1025 RIU have been achieved by exposing the sensor chip to
different concentrations of saline solutions (i.e., NaCl in water).

Materials and technology

Nanophotonic waveguides in SOI technology represent an
intriguing and efficient solution for the fabrication of ultra
compact sensor chips based on resonant microcavities. In
addition, low-cost and mass-scale production can be ensured
because of the possibility to adapt standard CMOS fabrication
processes for fabricating photonic nanostructures.

As reported in previous section, photonic devices based on
SOI technology are characterized by a high refractive index
contrast. Consequently, in order to obtain a single-mode
waveguide, its cross-section must be reduced to the order of (l/
ncore)2, l being the operative wavelength of the light in vacuum
and ncore the refractive index of the waveguide core.

A consequence of the high lateral index contrast is that
silicon waveguides become more sensitive to scattering due to
core-cladding interface roughness.55 However, photonic wave-
guides characterized by sub-micrometer dimensions can be
fabricated with high-quality and high-resolution by using
standard CMOS processes, including 193 nm-deep UV litho-
graphy, inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-
RIE) and chemical vapour deposition (CVD) for silicon
photonic waveguide passivation.

The choice of the material system to be employed for
design and fabrication of photonic biochemical sensors
depends on the sensing application and performance. In fact,
as reported in Table 1, the higher the refractive index contrast
Dn, the higher the detectable effective index change.

To this purpose, step-index slab waveguides made of
different materials (i.e., silicon, Si3N4, polymer and silica)
and assumed on a silicon oxide SiO2 buffer layer have been
simulated for both homogeneous and surface sensing, in
order to calculate effective index changes, indicated with
Dneff(H) and Dneff(S), respectively.48

In particular, effective index changes of the TM-polarized
optical mode propagating in slab waveguides with core
thickness tcore at the operative wavelength l = 1.55 mm have
been calculated in the case of homogeneous sensing by
assuming a fixed cover refractive index change of 0.01 RIU. In
the case of surface sensing, the presence of a 4 nm thick

Table 1 Effective index changes versus waveguide core thickness as a function
of different cladding materials48

Parameters SOI Si3N4 Polymer Silica

Dneff(H) ,1 6 1022 1–5 6 1023 ,5 6 1024 ,1 6 1024

Dneff(S) ,1 6 1022 ,1 6 1023 ,1 6 1024 1 6 1025

tcore (mm) 0–1 0–1 1–3 2–5
Dna 2.03 0.56 0.05 0.01

a Refractive index contrasts are calculated with respect to oxide
substrate (ns = 1.444).

Fig. 11 The top view of a ring resonator based on asymmetric slot waveguides
(a). Cross-section of the slot ring resonator coupled to a single slot bus
waveguide, both based on SOI technology (b).
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molecular ad-layer of refractive index 1.5 in a water environ-
ment has been assumed. Finally, it is possible to quantitatively
evaluate the advantage of the SOI platform in terms of best
sensing performance and very small dimensions, according
also to numerical results of sensitivities and LODs, as
previously reported about ring resonator sensors based on
photonic wire and slot waveguides.

Although polymers cannot ensure high refractive index
contrast, they have been widely used for photonic sensing
applications because of their high biocompatibility and techno-
logical feasibility. In particular, an exotic high index contrast
polymer waveguide platform has been proposed for integrated
biophotonics. Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) polymer has
been employed for fabricating the waveguide core material on
the fluorinated optical polymer Cytop employed as substrate.56

The refractive index contrast between PMMA core waveguide
and Cytop polymer is estimated to be approximately 0.15, being
nPMMA y1.49 and nCytop y1.34. The calculated contrast is one
order of magnitude larger than in conventional polymer
waveguides fabricated in SOI technology (see Table 1). The
proposed waveguide has been fabricated and integrated in
simple racetrack ring resonators characterized by ring diameters
ranging from 20 mm to 60 mm and a nominal coupling gap of 200
nm. Q-factors of the order of y104 can be achieved, making
these polymer-based sensors suitable for biochemical sensing.

Planar ring resonators based on polymer waveguides have
been proposed for biomolecules detection.57 The waveguide
cross-section is sketched in Fig. 12.

Polymer waveguides, such as that shown in Fig. 12, are
difficult to fabricate using conventional fabrication techniques.
To this purpose, authors have developed an effective fabrication
technique based on nanoimprint lithography. This direct
imprinting technique can be employed for the fabrication of
several polymer-based waveguides, such as PMMA, polystyrene
(PS), polycarbonate and SU-8. Chao et al. have fabricated PS
microring resonators based on a waveguide with large dimen-
sions (i.e., height of 1.85 mm and width of 2.3 mm).57 The gap
between ring and bus waveguide ranges from 200 nm to 400
nm. These microring devices with a quality factor Q y20 000
exhibit a LOD as low as 1027 RIU for homogenous sensing of
glucose solutions dissolved in deionized (DI) water. In addition,
these sensors are able to detect the binding of specific
biomolecules (i.e., biotin–BSA, streptavidin–biotin) with a LOD
of y250 pg mm22 of mass coverage. Although these sensors

reveal ultra-high performance, they are not suitable for mass
scale production because of the impossibility of using standard
CMOS fabrication processes.

Ring resonators based on SU-8 multiple slot waveguides have
been fabricated and experimentally tested for label-free
biochemical sensing.58 The cross-section of the proposed
waveguide is shown in Fig. 13 below. By using multiple slot
waveguides, it is possible to significantly increase the sensitivity
in the case of homogeneous and surface sensing.59,60

Enhanced sensing performance is achieved because the
interaction between the optical field and the chemical test
sample can be distributed over a larger area in comparison to a
single slot waveguide. The number of slots practically
achievable in a multiple slot waveguide depends on techno-
logical and optical constraints, such as light coupling
mechanisms, scattering losses and single mode operation,
but the best choice is usually three. Circular ring resonators
with 200 mm circular radius based on SU-8 multiple slot
waveguides, as sketched in Fig. 13, have been experimentally
tested for both homogeneous and surface sensing. A homo-
geneous sensitivity Sh = 244 nm RIU21 has been obtained by
exposing the photonic sensor to different mass concentrations
of NaCl (0–4%) in DI water. In the case of surface sensing,
interesting performances have been achieved for biotin–BSA
protein binding events. In fact, SU-8 hydrophobic property
allows us to selectively immobilize molecules by physical
adsorption onto the functionalized surface, forming a detect-
able biochemical monolayer. In conclusion, although low
refractive indices characterizing several polymers (in the range
1.3–1.8) do not allow us to fabricate ultra-small photonic
devices as in SOI technology, polymeric waveguides exhibit low
surface roughness scattering and enhance coupling efficiency
to optical fibres. Moreover, several polymers can be properly
synthesized in order to render specific properties, such as
special surface functionalities, optical non-linearity and
optical amplification. Finally, polymer refractive indices are
generally sensitive to high temperature. To this purpose,
although practical sensing applications are performed at room
temperature, different solutions have been applied for active
temperature control.61 For example, a photonic glucose sensor
based on two polymer ring resonators exhibits a measurement
error as low as 0.03 (g dL21) uC21 by enabling a temperature
compensation through a reference polymer ring resonator
integrated on the sensor chip.61

Fig. 13 The cross-section of SU-8 multiple slot waveguide.58

Fig. 12 The cross-section of the polymer core waveguide supported by an oxide
pedestal structure.
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Porous materials represent an intriguing alternative to
conventional technologies typically employed for photonic
biochemical sensor fabrication. In this context, nanoporous
silicon is a versatile material attractive for chemical and
biochemical sensors because of its very high surface area to
volume ratio, simple and inexpensive fabrication techniques
and suitability with CMOS technology. Furthermore, by using a
porous material it is possible to fabricate label-free photonic
sensors with high performance. In particular, the sensitivity can
be enhanced because the porous material matrix offers a larger
area to be functionalized for selective detection of biomolecules.
Thus, a porous silicon microcavity has been fabricated in order
to realize a bacteria detection chip for molecular or submole-
cular analysis by surface modification using undecylenic acid
and the specific recognition binding of vancomycin to the D-
alanyl-D-alanine of bacteria.62 The sensor proposed exhibits a
LOD as low as 20 bacteria ml21, demonstrating high sensitivity,
good reproducibility, fast response and low cost for biosensing.
Moreover, Mancuso et al. have proposed and fabricated
nanoporous polymer ring resonators for chemical and biochem-
ical detections.63 Racetrack resonators of size ranging from 35
mm radii (and 20 mm coupling lengths) to 65 mm radii (and 30 mm
coupling lengths), based on polystyrene nanoporous waveguides
combined with polymeric microfluidics, have been tested by
exposing the sensor to different glucose concentrations.
Experimental results evidence a sensitivity enhancement of
42% of porous resonators compared with nonporous ones.
Recently, Yebo et al. have demonstrated selective and reversible
ammonia (NH3) gas detection with functionalized SOI optical
microring resonators with a 5 mm-long radius.64 By coating the
sensor with acidic nano-porous aluminosilicate films, a rever-
sible response to NH3 with selectivity relative to carbon dioxide
(CO2) has been experimentally demonstrated, exhibiting a limit
of detection as low as 5 ppm. A similar sensor architecture has
been also proposed as an ethanol vapour sensor (C2H5), by
coating ring resonators with a porous zinc oxide (ZnO)
nanoparticle film.15 The porous nature of the coating provides
a large surface for gas adsorption. In fact, microring resonance
shifts induced by ZnO refractive index change upon vapour
adsorption, reveal detectable ethanol vapour as low as 100 ppm
and a detection limit estimated to be below 25 ppm.

In conclusion, appropriate alloys of group IV materials have
been applied in SOI technology for homogeneous sensing in
mid-IR (i.e., at l = 2.883 mm and l = 3.39 mm).21,65 In Fig. 14,
two examples of group IV materials-based slot waveguides are
sketched.

Group IV materials are characterized by high refractive
indices at mid-IR operative wavelengths. In particular, the
Si0.08Ge0.78Sn0.14 alloy is characterized by a refractive index as
high as 4.3202 @ 2.883 mm and 4.2960 @ 3.39 mm.21,65

Moreover, Ge0.97C0.03 and Ge0.91Sn0.09 alloys exhibit refractive
indexes of around 4 at both mid-IR wavelengths mentioned
above too. In this way, high refractive index contrasts allow to
obtain ultra-high homogeneous sensitivities, i.e., Sh > 1. The
integration of group IV-based slot waveguides in planar
resonant microcavities characterized by ring radii of approxi-
mately 60 mm has been theoretically investigated revealing
high sensing performance for gas detection in mid-IR (e.g.,
methane (CH4) at 3.39 mm). In fact, LODs as low as 3.64 6
1025 RIU and homogeneous sensitivities higher than 2 mm
RIU21 have been theoretically estimated.

In conclusion, fabrication tolerances have been taken into
account by considering slot waveguides characterized by non-
vertical sidewalls. To this purpose, a tilting angle h ? 0u has
been introduced in simulations.

Numerical results plotted in Fig. 15 reveal high fabrication
tolerances of group IV-based slot waveguides at both mid-IR
operative wavelengths. In fact, homogeneous sensitivities
remain higher than 0.9 for tilting angles lower than 4u, which
is achievable by a standard ICP-RIE etching process. Similar
investigations have been widely discussed about conventional
silicon slot waveguides fabricated on SOI wafers.66

Finally, the group IV alloys considered above constitute a
new paradigm in the design and fabrication of silicon
photonic sensors. However, some technological constraints,
such as the impossibility of using standard CMOS processes,
and the impossibility of selectively growing these alloys
directly on SiO2, still limit their mass-scale production.

Silicon surface chemical functionalization

Sensing performance characterizing photonic sensors based on
resonant microcavities depend on both optical and chemical

Fig. 15 Homogeneous sensitivities of group IV-based slot waveguides as a function
of different tilting angles. MTS-1: Ge(0.78)Si(0.08)Sn(0.14)-on-Ge(0.97)C(0.03)-on-Si,
(t = 20 nm, w = 390 nm, s = 50 nm, h = 560 nm; MTS-2: Ge(0.78)Si(0.08)Sn(0.14)-on-
Ge(0.91)Sn(0.09)-on-Si (t = 20 nm, w = 380 nm, s = 50 nm, h = 520 nm).Fig. 14 Slot waveguides based on group IV material alloys on SiO2.
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prerogatives. In fact, as analysed in the previous section, the
choice of both materials, technology and waveguide architec-
tures represents a very important step in the overall photonic
sensor design. On the other hand, once the integrated photonic
sensor chip is fabricated with respect to specific optical
requirements (e.g., operative wavelength, sensing principle,
linear or non-linear operative regime, and so on), chemical
surface functionalization represents a fundamental aspect for
enhancing sensor LOD and selectivity.67

Among several nanomaterials and nanotechnologies usually
employed for photonic sensing (e.g., molecular imprinted
polymers, metal complexes, sol–gel materials, organic ligands,
to name a few) it is possible to distinguish between two
fundamental preparation strategies for silicon surface functio-
nalization: silanization and hydrosilylation. The former is the
chemical process used for covering the silicon surface through
self-assembly monolayer with organofunctional alkoxysilane
molecules. Generally, surface silanization is applied after
silicon surface oxidation because SiO2 contain hydroxyl groups,
which attack and displace the alkoxy groups of silane, forming a
covalent –Si–O–Si– bond. The SiO2 layer located on the silicon
surface can be a thin native oxide film with a thickness of 1–2
nm, or it can be a thermally grown oxide passivation layer with
thicknesses ranging from 10 nm to 20 nm.

In this context, silicon photonic microring resonators have
been proposed for quantitative cytokine detection and T-cell
secretion analysis. In particular, the microring resonator
sensing platform is used to detect the 15.5 kDa human
cytokine interleukin-2 (IL-2) at concentrations down to 100 pg
mL21 (6.5 pM).68 Sub-ng mL21 sensitivity and ultra-low LOD
have been achieved by properly functionalizing silicon oxide
chip surfaces. In fact, cleaned microring surfaces have been
exposed to a solution of 1 mg mL21 HyNic silane in 95%
ethanol and 5% dimethyl formamide (DMF) in order to install
a hydrazine moiety on the silicon oxide chip surface. The
capture antibody has been functionalized with an aldehyde
moiety by reacting anti-IL-2 with a 5-fold molar excess of 0.2
mg mL21 S-4FB, at room temperature.

Moreover, arrays of high-Q silicon photonic microrings have
been designed and fabricated for demonstrating the sensor
capability of analyzing two protein biomarkers of biological
significance (i.e., tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a) and
pancreatic cancer biomarker carcinoembryonic acid (CEA)) and
the ability to detect nucleic acids.69 To this purpose, authors
have developed surface modification schemes for derivatizing
microring surfaces with either nucleic acids or protein capture
agents. In particular, the modification of the oxide-passivated
surface involves reaction with an amine-presenting siloxane
(aminopropyltriethoxysilane), as sketched in Fig. 16.

An ultra-low detection limit of 16 attomoles has been
experimentally demonstrated in a label-free nucleic acid
detection and concentrations as low as 2.5 ng mL21 of CEA
have been also detected.69

A. J. Qavi et al. have presented a method for the sensitive
detection of microRNAs (miRNAs) utilizing a silicon photonic
microring resonator array transduction platform and an anti-
body that selectively recognizes DNA:RNA heteroduplexers.70

Sensor chips have been firstly immersed in a 1 mg mL21

solution of HyNic Silane in ethanol for 30 min, rinsed and

sonicated for 7 min in absolute ethanol and dried with a stream
of N2. Consequently, 1 mL of 4FB-modified-DNA has been
properly deposited onto the chips in order to complete the
silicon photonic microring resonator surface functionalization.
In this way, the detection of microRNAs at concentrations as low
as 10 pM has been experimentally demonstrated.70

Sensing performance of photonic biosensors based on ring
resonators can be enhanced by fabricating high-performance
optical waveguides (e.g., slot waveguides), by improving the
quality factor of ring resonators, maintaining the operative
temperature stable during the sensing processes and also
enhancing the efficiency of the binding event of bioreceptor
proteins on the functionalized resonator surface. To this
purpose, M. Fukuyama et al. have proposed the use of silicon-
binding protein (named Si-tag), which strongly binds to SiO2

surfaces, as an anchoring molecule for immobilizing target
protein on the functionalized surface.14 In addition, Si-tagged
proteins are able to adsorb bioreceptors to SiO2 surface in a
oriented manner, resulting in a biochemical activity four times
higher than those immobilized by physical adsorption or
chemical cross-linking. In this way, a sensitivity of 1029 g ml21

has been theoretically estimated. D.-X. Xu et al. have used
folded a cavity ring resonator for the measurements of surface
adsorption of protein molecules by using the biotin–strepta-
vidin binding system.45 In particular, the oxide surface of a
resonant photonic sensor has been functionalized with silane
chemistry for immobilizing the biotin as a receptor of target
streptavidin. The functionalization process consists of silaniz-
ing the cleaned sensor surface with 3-aminopropyltriethox-
ysilane (APTES) vapor, rinsing with ethanol and finally drying.
Afterwards, the same surface is biotinylated in a solution of
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)-activated biotin in dimethylfor-
mamide (DMF) and rinsing with DMF and ethanol.

Different chemical approaches have been experimentally
tested for protein immobilization on a silica surface, being
more efficient with respect to the standard silanization process.
To this purpose, Z. Wang & G. Jin have proposed the use of
protein A for immobilizing human antibody on a silicon
surface.71 They have demonstrated that the amount of human
IgG bound with anti-IgG immobilized by the protein A is much
more than that bound with anti-IgG immobilized by physical
adsorption on a silanized silicon surface. In addition, an anti-
IgG layer formed on a protein A-modified surface are
characterized by high homogeneity and reproducibility, sug-
gesting that the protein A is a good candidate for immobilizing

Fig. 16 An illustration of the silane modification of the native oxide on a SOI
microring surface.69
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antibody molecules in a highly oriented manner on silicon
surface, without compromising the molecular functionality.

Although interesting sensing applications have been experi-
mentally demonstrated by employing silanized silicon surfaces,
the SiO2 layer introduces some physical constraints in
biomolecular sensing. In fact, sensor performance may be
limited by native oxide layers due to interfacial trapped states,
which can cause hysteresis in the sensing response. In addition,
in the case of thermal oxide layers, the receptor–analyte binding
events take place far away from the sensor surface, reducing the
light–analyte interaction and, consequently, the device sensi-
tivity. To this aim, an hydrogen-terminated silicon surface
represents a valid and novel alternative in chemical functiona-
lization protocols. In particular, any SiO2 layer is etched from
the silicon surface in hydrogen fluoride aqueous solution (1%
HF, 40% NH4F), leaving the surface silicon atoms covalently
bounded to hydrogen. In conclusion, several kinds of organic
compounds can be bound to H–Si groups by the so-called
hydrosilylation of the H-terminated silicon surface (see Fig. 17).

In summary, a lot of research efforts have been performed
and are still being done in order to improve the photonic sensor
capability of selectively binding target molecules, proteins, cells
and nucleic acids to the functionalized silicon sensor surface.
This chemical prerogative is oriented to develop biochemical
techniques able to engineer the surface functionalization
chemical processes for the particular analyte to be label-free
detected without altering its chemical properties.72

Advanced resonant architectures for
photonic biochemical sensing

Biochemical sensors based on planar resonant microcavities

Photonic sensors based on planar ring resonators have been
widely employed in biochemical label-free detection. In fact, as
described in the previous sections, a number of waveguide
structures and materials have been investigated in order to
improve sensing performance. The state of the art of these
biochemical sensors involves novel sophisticated architec-
tures, as well as the integration of microfluidic systems (e.g.,
micro-valves, micro-channels, micro-pumps, microfluidic mix-
ers) for controlling fluids at the microscale.73 In this context,
the research field named Optofluidics (i.e., the integration of
optics and microfluidics in microsystems) represents an
intriguing opportunity for enhancing sensing performance in
several application fields, such as health, energy, food quality

control, environment and safety, to name a few.74 Micro- and
nanofluidic systems can be fabricated using conventional
techniques, such as photolithography, lithography, X-ray
lithography and laser micromachining. In this context, C. F.
Carlborg et al. have designed and fabricated an array of optical
slot-waveguide ring resonator sensors integrated with a PDMS
microfluidic system for multiplexed real-time and label-free
biosensing.75 The photonic sensor characterized by a chip area
as small as 3 6 7 mm2 has been experimentally tested by
exposing the sensible area to different ethanol and methanol
concentrations. In addition, the time trace of increasing
concentrations of anti-BSA binding to the glutaraldehyde-
coated transducer has been carried out. The proposed sensor
exhibits a volume refractive index detection limit of 5 6 1026

RIU and a surface mass detection limit as low as 0.9 pg mm22.
Soft lithography represents a conventional and efficient

fabrication technique for defining microfluidic channels in
soft polymers with ultra high precise patterns. The elastomer
PDMS has been widely employed for microfluidic system
fabrication because of its bio-compatibility and transpar-
ency.76 Moreover, PDMS hydrophobic surface properties can
be altered in an oxygen plasma by replacing some of the
surface methyl groups (CH3) by hydroxyl groups (–OH).9

Consequently, the activated surface can form covalent siloxane
bonds when in contact with silicon substrates, resulting in a
stable and robust sensor chip. Finally, the PDMS flexibility can
be employed for the fabrication of micro-pumps and valves,
but, at the same time, this property can cause some damage,
such as the irreversible microfluidic channel collapsing. In
order to avoid this undesired effect, the minimum PDMS
channel size is typically of tens of microns.77

Similar investigations have also been presented by J. Flueckiger
et al.9 In fact, a photonic sensor based on cascaded ring
resonators with a PDMS microfluidic system has been designed,
exhibiting a sensitivity of y40 nm RIU21 by exposing the sensible
area to different concentrations of water/glycerin solution.

K. M. De Vos et al. have proposed a micron-sized integrated
SOI optical biosensor based on a microring cavity for real time
and sensitive measurements of the avidin/biotin system
dynamics.78 Biotin has been properly immobilized on the
amino-functionalized silicon surface. Consequently, the func-
tionalized sensor surface has been exposed to an avidin
solution using a flow cell mounted on the chip, and connected
through tubings to a peristaltic pump. In this way, the authors
have demonstrated that the optical microring resonator
characterized by a ring radius of 5 mm is able to detect a bulk
refractive index of 1024 RIU. Moreover, protein concentrations
down to 50 ng mL21 can be sensed with good repeatability.

Interesting results have also been achieved in DNA and RNA
detection.79 In fact, A. J. Qavi et al. have proposed a silicon
photonic microring resonator array transduction platform for
sensitive detection of microRNAs (miRNAs).70 In particular,
chemical solutions have been controlled on the sensor surface
via a 0.007-inch thick Maylar microfluidic gasket,80 sand-
wiched between a Teflon cartridge and the sensor chip. In this
way, the proposed sensor is able to detect microRNA
concentrations as low as 10 pM (i.e., 350 amol).

Generally, the accurate diagnosis of a disease state requires
the detection and quantification of multiple biological markers.Fig. 17 Hydrosilylation of a H-terminated silicon surface.
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In this context, sensing platforms based on SOI ring resonator
arrays integrated with microfluidic systems are suitable for this
aim. For example, Washburn et al. have proposed a single
microring sensor array for the parallel analysis of multiple
biomarkers.81 In particular, prostate-specific antigen (PSA),
a-fetoprotein (AFP), carcinoembryonic (CEA), tumor necrosis
factor-a (TNF-a) and interleukin-8 (IL-8) have been detected at
clinical concentrations. In conclusion, concentrations of cancer
biomarkers CA15-3, HER2/ECD, CEA and TNF-a have been
successfully detected in the clinical range 1–200 ng mL21.82

The integration of microfluidic systems with advanced
photonic resonant architectures represents an actual strategic
approach for design and fabrication of ultra-high performance
sensor chips. In this context, it is possible to mention same
intriguing solutions generally based on the integration of
multiple resonant microcavities.

The use of cascaded ring resonators in a photonic integrated
chip has been demonstrated to be very useful for achieving
ultra high sensing performance (see Fig. 18). In particular, the
advantage of employing a multiple ring resonator architecture
based on the Vernier effect consists of the possibility of
amplifying the sensing performance normally achievable with
a single ring resonator by a gain factor, G.

According to Fig. 18, in such architectures one ring
resonator acts as a filter, while the second one acts as a
sensor, being directly exposed to the sensible area.22 In
particular, an example of the Vernier spectrum exhibited by
a double ring resonator architecture characterized by ring
resonator perimeters LSensor = 1.212 mm and LFilter = 887.4 mm
for sensor and filter rings, respectively, is plotted in Fig. 19.

In detail, referring to eqn (5) and (6), it is possible to
formulate the amplified sensing performance in terms of
wavelength sensitivity SVernier and resonant wavelength shift
DlVernier of the Vernier spectrum, as:

DlVernier~GDl ; SVernier~GSl ; G~
FSRFilter

DFSR
: (16)

In particular, FSRFilter is the free spectral range of the ring
resonator acting as a filter, DFSR is equal to |FSRFilter 2

FSRSensor|, being FSRsensor the free spectral range of the ring
resonator acting as a sensor. Interesting performance have
been theoretically and experimentally demonstrated in che-
mical and biochemical detection. For example, a sensitivity as
high as 2.91 6 105 nm RIU21 and a LOD of y1026 RIU have

been achieved by a digital optical sensor based on cascaded
ring resonators with high Q-factors.83 Different concentrations
of salt solutions in water have been detected using a cascaded-
ring sensor with suspended Si-nanowire in SOI technology,
revealing a sensitivity of 4.62 6 105 nm RIU21 and a LOD of
4.8 6 1026 RIU.84 A sensitivity as high as 2169 nm RIU21 has
been experimentally demonstrated by measuring the flow
between deionized water and aqueous solutions of NaCl with
different concentrations.85 Moreover, the detection of different
ethanol concentrations in water has been tested, revealing a
sensitivity of 1300 nm RIU21.86 In conclusion, photonic
sensors based on the Vernier effect have been theoretically
investigated for m-xylene and Pb(II) detection in water. A
sensitivity as high as 149.74 mm RIU21 with a LOD of y4 6
1026 RIU and a sensitivity of 182.36 mm RIU21 with a LOD as
low as 3.5 6 1026 RIU allows us to detect m-xylene
concentrations lower than 60 ppm and Pb(II) concentrations
lower than 50 ppb, respectively.87

Another interesting solution based on the use of multiple
resonance architectures consists of the dual cavity architec-
ture, where a ring resonator or a racetrack resonator
microcavity is coupled with a Fabry-Perot microcavity, as
reported in Fig. 20.

The advantage of designing such architectures consists of
the generation of the well-known Fano resonance, due to
complex interference revealed in the coupled structure, as
formed by the Fabry-Perot cavity between the partially
reflecting elements and the ring resonator. In Fig. 21, a useful
comparison between the conventional Lorentzian line-shape
resonant peek obtained with a single ring resonator and the
Fano line-shape resonant peak is sketched. Both curves have
been calculated as a function of the wavelength detuning with
respect to the resonant wavelength lres.

As it is possible to appreciate in Fig. 21, the asymmetric Fano
line-shape is characterized by a resonant peak steeper than the
Lorentzian one. Consequently, the slope of its line-shape is much
higher than that exhibited by the Lorentzian one. This feature
results in the sensor capability to resolve smaller resonant
wavelength shifts with respect to conventional sensors based on
the single ring resonator (see Fig. 4). To this purpose, Yi et al.
have proposed a microring resonator in SOI technology coupled
with a Fabry-Perot cavity characterized by a length of 10 mm. The

Fig. 18 The top view of a multiple ring resonator architecture based on the
Vernier effect.

Fig. 19 The Vernier spectrum of the cascaded ring resonator architecture.
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sensor exhibits a quality factor Q = 3.8 6 104 and a limit of
detection as low as y1028 RIU.88 Biochemical sensors based on
polymer microrings with sharp asymmetrical resonance have
been proposed for monitoring different concentrations of
glucose solution. Sensors proposed are able to detect a minimal
concentration of glucose solution as low as 24 mg dL21.89

In conclusion, other resonance microcavities can be employed
for the design and fabrication of photonic sensors based on the
asymmetric Fano line-shape. In this context, resonant micro-
disks90,91 and nanoscale plasmonic nanostructures92 have been
investigated for designing photonic configurations able to
produce Fano-resonances for high performance sensing.

Optical biosensors based on photonic crystals (PhCs) have
been widely used for chemical and biochemical sensing
because of their capability of exhibiting strong optical field
confinement of light to a very small volume. Materials usually
employed for the fabrication of planar PhC devices are
heteroepitaxial layers, such as AlGaAs/GaAs, III-nitride com-
pound layers or dielectric layers such as Si3N4, TiO2, SiO2 and
the well-known SOI wafers.93 In addition, organic compounds,
polymers and porous silicon have been also proposed for the
fabrication of PhC sensors for organic vapour sensing.94

A planar PhC is characterized by a period arrangement of
dielectric material in two dimensions. By properly designing
the periodicity and symmetry of the crystal and the dielectric
constants of the employed materials, it is possible to
concentrate light at a precise wavelength and into extremely

small volumes, producing very high local electromagnetic field
intensities. In addition, by introducing a local defect in the
periodic structure forming the PhC, it is possible to realize
photonic waveguides and ultra-compact microcavities to be
employed for sensing applications. For example, a schematic
of a slot microcavity realized into a circular-path holes PhC is
sketched in Fig. 22.95

In this context, arrays of PhC microcavities characterized by
high Q values (i.e., Q y 9300) in the bio-ambient phosphate
buffered saline (PBS), can detect analyte concentrations as low
as y98 attograms.96 These sensors fabricated on a silicon-
chip-based platform allow high throughput and high sensitiv-
ity to be achieved. In addition, a PhC microcavity sensor
characterized by a total area as low as 50 mm2 with an effective
detection area of 0.272 mm2 has been designed and fabricated
for label-free monitoring of protein binding in a physiological
buffer.97 A limit of detection for anti-biotin less than 20 pM
has been achieved, corresponding to less than 4.5 fg of bound
material on the sensor surface and fewer than 80 molecules in
the microcavity modal volume.

An ultra-sensitive two-dimensional photonic crystal micro-
cavity biosensor has been theoretically and experimentally
demonstrated by M. Lee and P. M. Fauchet.98 By measuring
the redshift corresponding to the binding of glutaraldehyde
and BSA, the sensor performance has been estimated,
revealing the capability of the proposed sensor to detect a
molecule monolayer with a total mass as small as 2.5 fg.
Jagerska et al. have presented a photonic crystal air-slot cavity
in SOI technology.99 The sensor has been tested by exposing
the chip to different gases (i.e., N2, He, CO2). The high quality
factor of the cavity (Q y2.6 6 104) allows us to achieve an
experimental wavelength sensitivity of 510 nm RIU21 and LOD
below 1 6 1025 RIU.

In conclusion, PhC-based sensors can be efficiently integrated
with microfluidic systems in order to achieve very high
performance in ultra-compact chips.100 To this purpose, the
detection of dissolved avidin concentrations as low as 15 nM or 1
mg ml21 has been experimentally achieved using functionalized
slotted photonic crystal cavities with integrated microfluidics.101

Fig. 20 A schematic representation of a microring resonator integrated into a
Fabry-Perot cavity.88

Fig. 21 An illustration of the asymmetric Fano line-shape with respect to the
typical Lorentzian line-shape of a standard ring resonator.

Fig. 22 Top (a) and cross-sectional (b) views of a slot resonant microcavity in a
planar photonic crystal.95
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In particular, surface mass densities as low as 60 pg mm22 can
be detected with a cavity sensing surface area of y2.2 mm2.

Nowadays, several research efforts are carried out in order to
further enhance PhC microcavity sensing performance and to
fabricate ultra-compact chip-integrated microarrays for label
free and multiplex assays.102,103

Definitely, the planar resonant microcavity represents a
good candidate for the mass-scale production of chip scale
integrated optical sensing systems. Moreover, the integration
of optical sensors with microfluidic systems is a strategic
technological solution for revolutionizing many application
fields, in particular medical diagnostics, environmental
monitoring and safety applications.73,104

Biochemical sensors based on non-planar resonant microcavities

In the field of photonic sensors based on non-planar resonant
microcavities, liquid core optical ring resonators (LCORRs)
actually assume a dominant role.105 As sketched in Fig. 23, the
LCORR platform employs a thin-walled micro-sized capillary,
made of glass (SiO2) or polymers. In particular, the capillary
serves as a microfluidic channel for fluidic sample transport
and the circular cross-section of the capillary constitutes a ring
resonator that supports the circulating mode, called whisper-
ing gallery mode (WGM). The propagation of WGM is based on
the total internal reflection (TIR) principle localized at both
internal and external interfaces among the capillary (e.g.,
refractive index nSiO2

#1.5 in case of glass capillary) and
surrounding media (e.g., external nair #1 and internal nwater

#1.33). Sensing principles characterizing LCORRs are the
same, as already described for planar ring resonators.

In fact, as sketched in Fig. 23, internal capillary walls can be
properly functionalized by immobilizing chemical receptors in
order to enable the selective adsorption of target molecules
dissolved in the fluid. Both homogeneous and surface sensing can
induce a resonant WGM wavelength shift, which can be detected
at the sensor output, as previously plotted in Fig. 4. Typically,
WGMs can be launched into the capillary by placing the device in
touch with the fiber taper, perpendicularly to the LCORR. In
conclusion, the capillary dimensions (i.e., the ring radius) and the
optical properties of employed materials determine the resonant
wavelength, which characterizes the WGM spectrum.

Interesting LCORR chemical and biochemical applications
have been presented in literature. For example, an optofluidic
ring resonator (OFRR) has been fabricated and experimentally
tested for the detection of 2,4-dinitrotoluene (DNT) vapour at

room temperature.106 In particular, the capillary inner surface
has been coated by a 60-nm-thick layer of poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG). Since WGM has a significant electric field inside and
near the polymer layer, when vapour molecules are absorbed
by the polymer the refractive index near the polymer surface
changes and the thickness of the polymer layer increases,
producing detectable WGM effective index changes. In this
way, a wavelength sensitivity of 4.3 nm RIU21 and a limit of
detection as low as 200 pg of DNT have been demonstrated.

LCORRs are generally formed by stretching the central
section of a fused silica capillary.107 In addition, such devices
can be coated with a functionalized polymer on the inner
surface for high performance sensing purposes.13,108 For
example, biosensing experiments have been performed with
BSA. In particular, a LCORR with a quality factor Q > 106

exhibits a sensitivity of 31 nm RIU21, a bulk refractive index
detection limit of 6 6 1027 RIU, corresponding to a BSA mass
detection limit of 0.5 pg mm22.13

Zhu et al. have designed and fabricated an OFRR for
sensitive label-free virus detection.109 In the experiment,
filamentous bacteriophage M13 has been used as a safe model
system. Moreover, the capillary inner surface has been coated
with M13-specific antibodies. A detection limit of 2.3 6 103

pfu mL21 has been experimentally demonstrated with a
sensitivity of 22 nm RIU21. In addition, a concentration down
to tens of viruses per mL and a surface density of only 5 6 105

cm22 have been theoretically estimated.
A fused silica tube has been employed for the fabrication of

a capillary-based OFRR for label-free small molecule detec-
tion.110 The LCORR is characterized by a Q-factor of 1.2 6 105,
exhibits a sensitivity of 570 nm RIU21 and can detect a
refractive index change as low as 2.8 6 1027 RIU. This sensing
performance allows us to detect 10 nM biotin with a surface
mass density of 1.6 pg mm22. Suter et al. have proposed for the
first time an OFRR for the analysis of methylation in
oligonucleotides using the MBD-2 (methyl binding) protein
as capture molecule.111 This application assumes a funda-
mental role, since genomic methylation analysis is of great
importance for cancer research and clinics. In fact, genomic
methylation enables earlier cancer diagnosis prior to the point
of metastasis. Finally, OFRR response has been characterized
by artificially methylating ssDNA and dsDNA as a function of
the number of methylated cytosine and DNA concentration.

S. M. Harazim et al. have recently proposed the fabrication of
tubular rolled-up optofluidic ring resonators (i.e., RU-OFRRs)
based on SiO2 material.112 The microfluidic integration of
several RU-OFRRs on one chip is solved by enclosing the
microtubes with a patterned robust SU-8 polymeric matrix. The
sensor chip has been experimentally tested using several liquid
solutions (i.e., DI water, PBS, PBS + 100 mM glucose, PBS + 200
mM glucose, PBS + 500 mM glucose) characterized by different
refractive indices. A sensitivity as high as 800 nm RIU21 and a
limit of detection as low as 3.4 6 1024 RIU have been calculated.

In conclusion, LCORRs can be integrated in a sensor array
for multiplexed and label-free analysis.105 To this purpose, a
schematic illustration is sketched in Fig. 24.

For example, a miniaturized and multiplexed sensor array
based on LCORRs has been proposed by H. Zhu et al.113 The
sensor has been exposed to different concentrations ofFig. 23 A cross-sectional view of a LCORR.
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glycerol/buffer solution, exhibiting a sensitivity of 20 nm
RIU21 and a detection limit as low as 1026 RIU.

In summary, LCORRs represent an intriguing platform for
advanced and high performance chemical and biochemical
sensing, and a promising approach for developing novel
instruments in analytical chemistry. In addition, processes and
techniques usually employed for the LCORR fabrication allow
both mass-scale production and microfluidics integration.

This part of the review on chemical and biochemical sensors
based on non-planar resonant microcavities is completed by
considering microsphere and microtoroid optical ring resona-
tors. Also in these exotic photonic devices, the sensing
principle consists of monitoring the WGM resonant wave-
length shifts induced by effective index changes caused by the
selective adsorption of target analytes to the microsphere and
microtoroid surfaces, or by cover medium RI changes localized
near the device surfaces. A schematic illustration of micro-
spheres and microtoroids is sketched in Fig. 25.

The advantage of using spherical and toroidal microcavities
consists in the possibility of achieving ultra high quality
factors Q (e.g., Q y0.8 6 1010 in fused-silica microspheres114

and Q-factors above 30 million in silica microtoroids115).
Recently, an optical quality-factor of silica microsphere as high
as 7.5 6 107 has been demonstrated at l = 1.55 mm.116 In this
way, the interaction between WGMs and analytes on sensor
surface is significantly enhanced. For example, fused silica
microring resonators can exhibit wavelength sensitivity of the
order of 30 nm RIU21, revealing a LOD of refractive index
change of the order of 1027 RIU.117 In addition, porous silicon
microspheres have also been investigated and fabricated and
can be applied as resonant microcavities for sensing purposes
exhibiting interesting performances, as high as those pre-
viously reported for a fused silicon microsphere.118

The sensing technique generally consists of functionalizing
the microsphere or microtoroid surfaces with chemical
receptors in order to immobilize the target molecule to be
detected. In this context, a silica microsphere sensor with
radius of 91 mm and Q-factor as high as 5 6 105 has been
proposed for label-free small molecule detection.

Experimental results demonstrate the sensor capability of
detecting a change of 0.4 fmol silica molecule.119

High-Q optical microsphere sensors have been experimentally
tested by functionalizing the sensor surfaces with cylindrical
bacteria at random horizontal orientation.120 The proposed
sensors exhibit a measured sensitivity of 1.2 6 102 E. coli mm22,
which correspond to y34 pg mm22 dry-mass loading or a total of
44 bacteria bound to the sphere surface at a random location.
Moreover, microsphere resonators have been proposed as label-
free detectors for proteolytic activity. In particular, trypsin and
BSA have been used as a model system, revealing a detection
limit as low as 1028 mg ml21. In detail, a surface density of 17 pg
mm22 is achieved with a Q-factor of 2 6 105.121 Another
interesting sensing application consists of functionalizing an
optical microsphere resonator biosensor with an aptamer as the
receptor for the measurement of biomolecule thrombin.122 The
detection limit is estimated to be of the order of 1 NIH unit mL21.

A fused silica microsphere ring resonator has also been
proposed for mercuric ion Hg(II) detection in an aqueous
environment, revealing a limit of detection of 50 ppb of Hg(II).123

Finally, microtoroid resonators have also been investigated
revealing sensing performances similar to those previously
described about microsphere sensors.124 Moreover, J. Zhu et al.
have developed an accurate and efficient method for detecting
and measuring individual nanospecies one-by-one (i.e., Influenza
A (InfA) virions, PS and Au nanoparticles of various sizes) as they
are adsorbed in the modal volume of a microtoroid resonator.125

In summary, although sensing performances can be
significantly enhanced by employing microsphere and micro-
toroid resonators, microfluidics and photonics integration,
multiplexed detection and mass-production are still very
challenging. In any case, the intriguing potential of such
photonic resonant architectures in sensing applications is
actually the subject of intensive research efforts.126,127

Conclusions and future outlook

Nowadays, photonic resonant microcavities represent a sui-
table technological platform for the fabrication of chemical
and biochemical photonic lab-on-a-chip. In fact, as analyzed in
this review, several architectures based on resonant micro-
cavities have been widely investigated in the last few years,
exhibiting ultra high performances. The possibility of imple-
menting arrays of resonant microcavities in a single chip and
employing standard CMOS compatible processes for the

Fig. 24 A schematic illustration of a LCORR sensor array.113

Fig. 25 A schematic illustration of (a) microsphere and (b) microtoroid
microcavities.
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fabrication of photonic integrated devices with microfluidic
systems, enables real-time processing, multiplexed detection,
high-throughput screening and point-of-care analysis with a
single and cheap photonic sensor.

Future developments of advanced sensor chips based on
resonant microcavities are oriented to integrate optical sources
and detectors together in the same photonic chip. In this way,
sensor reliability and measurement accuracy and reproducibility,
can be significantly improved. Moreover, further improvements
in detection limits depend on surface functionalization chemis-
tries too. In this context, improvements of functionalizing
chemical techniques lead to minimize non-specific binding on
the sensor surface, resulting in enhanced sensor selectivity.

Recently, optical sensors based on resonant microcavities have
been investigated and designed for optical particle transporting,
storing, sensing and manipulation. For example, a SOI slot
waveguide has been proposed for trapping and transporting 75-
nm dielectric nanoparticles and 1-DNA molecules.128 In this
context, resonant microcavities play a dominant role. In fact, a
microring resonator architecture based on SU-8 solid-core
waveguides can be integrated with a PDMS optofluidic system
for constituting an optofluidic switch for particle trapping.129 The
authors have demonstrated the sensor capability to achieve a
250% enhancement of the steady-state velocity of trapped
particles along with an 80% switching fraction.

S. Lin et al. have demonstrated the trapping of particles
using multiple planar silicon microring resonators. All-optical
control of micro-particles with the ability to quantitatively
store particles on a microring and switch them between rings
has been experimentally demonstrated.130 In conclusion, N.
Lagos et al. have proposed a numerical investigation of a
sensor based on two silicon resonant microdisks. In particular,
the sensor proposed is characterized by a sensitivity propor-
tional to the gap between two microdisks. The optimized
configuration is able to sense the presence of one nanoparticle
characterized by a size as small as 10 nm.131 Finally, the
manipulation of micro- and nanometre size chemical species
(e.g., nanoparticles, molecules, live cells, to name a few) with
high performance sensing capabilities, identify the direction
of recent research efforts. In fact, these advanced optical lab-
on-a-chip technologies can significantly revolutionize a num-
ber of sensor applications, in biology, medicine, pharmaceu-
ticals and biotechnologies.127

From a technological point of view, the most intriguing
platform for the fabrication of integrated sensors based on
resonant microcavities is SOI. Moreover, among several config-
urations investigated in this review (e.g., PhC-based microcavities,
microspheres, microtoroids, LCORR), planar ring resonators
have been assumed a predominant role in the last few years. In
fact, they can be easily fabricated on a SOI wafer by employing
standard facilities and processes already developed for micro-
and nano-electronics integrated circuit fabrication. The main
drawback characterizing photonic sensors based on integrated
microcavities is represented by the strong dependence of sensing
performance on optical properties of materials and geometrical
parameters characterizing the photonic device (e.g., the length of

the microcavity and the coupling length of directional couplers
characterizing planar ring resonators, to name two). In addition,
the high refractive index contrast of the oxide/silicon/air material
system makes silicon waveguides (e.g., wire, rib and slot
waveguides) vulnerable to any fabrication imperfections, such
as surface roughness on waveguide sidewalls and the presence of
scattering sites. Consequently, these effects induce relevant
changes in resonance wavelengths and the quality factor of the
microcavity, resulting in worse performance of sensor operation.

In this context, research efforts are actually oriented to
improve the quality of technological processes and enhance
the fabrication tolerances. In addition, sophisticated design
and simulation methods and algorithmic models are needed
for investigating the effects of chemical/biochemical particles
and fluids injected by the microfluidic system in integrated
photonic devices. In fact, a lot of environmental parameters,
such as temperature, humidity, chemical liquid pH and
particle sizes to be detected, can strongly influence the optical
properties of silicon waveguides.

In conclusion, the optofluidic lab-on-chip research field
undoubtedly identifies a multidisciplinary research community,
encompassing engineers, physicists, chemists, biologists and
technologists. In this context, the design and fabrication of
complex lab-on-chip devices can be surely encouraged by ensuring
the accessibility of sophisticated simulations software to all
professional figures mentioned above, in order to strategically
converging different technical competencies. In the near future,
the integration of photonic integrated microcavities and micro-
fluidics will lead to the implementation of commercial lab-on-chip
devices based on array-format detection for high-throughout
screening for advanced chemical and biochemical sensing.
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